
ONE THING LED TO THE NEXT Narne _
.•...

1. What was the most significant development for the Deaf? _

2. Who invented it? _ VVhen? . _

3. The device was used with a to enable Deaf

to use the telephone which had become an

4. The telephone was invented in by . _

5. What did VVeibrecht's device make it possible to do? _

6. The first TTY's were . and _

7. Many of the early TTY 's were made by donated equi pment from _

and _

8.The problem was that TTY calls were limited _

9. In the 1970's what 2 advancements were made? _

10 The name changed to but

the Deaf stilI preferred to call them _

11. Over the years TTY' s have become and more

12. They are more accessable at and 0...... _

13. Now most cities have their own enabling Deaf to
. use theirTTY's with Hearing People .

. 14. List 4 common abbreviatons and their meanings used in TTY calls.

15. In tbe1980's TTY's have many features. List 4

16. Most states provide for TTY users to make
calls.

17. Now TTy5s can be found -----_._-------_.-------------
18. Today better technology has replaced the TTY with _
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HISTORY OFTTY'S NAME _

•...
Pat traces the history and evolution ofTTY's from the early 1960's to the present.

l.What can Hearing people do easily?

2. How did Deaf people get in touch with each other a long time ago?

3. If not one was home what would they have to do? How long did this take?

4. Another option to make a call was to . but not too often.

5. In the 1960's _ was getting rid of surplus machines.

6. Who thought they could use them to help the Deaf? And what did he invent?

7. Name 4 drawbacks of these early machines?

8. With these old machines, how would Pat know it was her turn to talk?

9. In the 1970's, name 4 advances in TTY's

10. What were 2 drawbacks?

11. 1n 1975, name the advances and drawbacks?

12. Name the state that passed a law and what it did for Deaf people?

13. What was Pat's feeling about that?

14. What did TTY's look like in.the 1990's? List 4 features.

15. What newer technologies are available for Deaf to be able to communicate?


